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The Longest Common Substring and Sentence
Modification
Tennessee Leeuwenburg
I had this problem. Some sentence (A) was modified somehow. Given the new sentence (B),
identify what was added and what was removed, if anything? To solve this problem required
a tree structure for the edits, a method for extracting the longest common substring and a
little ingenuity.
First, let's look at why one might want to do such a thing. The example for which this code
was developed requires a bit of expert knowledge, so what follows is hopefully a more
generally applicable idea.
Supposing you're a Wikipedia reviewer and someone has just submitted a modification to an
article. This article may be quite long, perhaps a couple of pages, while the edits may be
quite short. In a program like Microsoft Office or Open Office, change-tracking may be
employed to follow changes to a document by tracking each character modification to the
original as it happens. I'm not an expert on the editing interface to Wikipedia, but I don't
believe it tracks changes. So the reviewer has to manually compare the new, edited version
with the original. They must rely on their ability to recognise changes between the two
versions.
Wouldn't it be great if you could do this automatically?
For some applications, there's obviously a great tool out there which does this already –
diff4. However, diff works on a line-by-line basis and isn't that easy to integrate into a
Python application. The utility outlined here works on a word-by-word basis, allowing
differences between documents to be highlighted very specifically. Moreover, the basis for
tokenising can be overridden, allowing character-level differences to be shown if desired. 
The remainder of this article describes the means by which two documents may be
compared and their edits identified and then covers the result of a public code review on
the Melbourne Python User's Group mailing list.
Comparing Two Documents
Supposing I have the following two sentences:
“I was walking down the street one morning” and
“I was walking down the street early one morning”.
The modification here is fairly clear – the word “early” was inserted between “street” and
“one”. Humans are pretty good at spotting this kind of thing and it's also an easy example.
There are a number of possible algorithms that can be imagined for identifying edits
mechanistically. For example, the sentences could be considered front-first until the words
were different (e.g. “I was walking down the street...”). Where do they merge again? In this
case, it's the word immediately afterwards. However, supposing it wasn't that one. Maybe
it's the word after that? Looks like we'll have to check every single word in the next
sentence for similarity.
Come to think of it, how do we know only one word was changed? 
“I was walking down a darkened street one morning”
“I was walking down the street one fearful step at a time, one morning”
Hardly poetry, but it demonstrates the point. The best match for the sentence fragment
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diff  
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“one morning” is not at the first occurrence of “one”. It happens to be at the end of the
sentence, so maybe a reverse-search could identify it. But that's not what makes it the best
match. What makes it the best match is that “one morning” is a longer contiguous matching
block than simply “one”.
It is here that it is apparent that our eventual algorithm will have to prioritise longer
matching blocks of text over shorter matching blocks of text.
This insight can be used to design an algorithm for identifying the smallest possible edit
required to get from A to B. The smallest possible edit is exactly the complement of the
longest possible match.
Only insertions and deletions are considered here. This means that “One morning I walked
down the street” and “I walked down the street one morning” are quite dissimilar. While this
could be represented by a single move, in terms of insertions and deletions it is several
operations away. For the purpose to which the algorithm was put, that was the appropriate
behaviour. Applications for, and implementations of, a move-based analysis of two
documents could be fruitful areas for further investigation.
On that basis then, the words of both documents are guaranteed to share the same order. If
a matching text block occurs in both (A) and (B), only the words before the match in (A) are
potentially similar to the words before the match in (B).
This allows us to use a divide-and-conquer approach to the problem.
If the longest common substring can be identified, a sentence may be broken into three
parts – that preceeding the match, the match itself and that following the match.
A: “I remember that I was walking down a darkened street one morning”
B: “It seemed as though I was walking down the street one fearful step at a time, one
morning”
This can now be broken down into a shared longest common substring, a pair of prefixes
and a pair of suffixes.
The pair of prefixes, “I remember that” and “It seems as though” have no common
substrings. The progression from A to B therefore represents a deletion of the first prefix
and the insertion of the second, followed by the common substring. The pair of suffices “a
darkened street one morning” and “the street one fearful step at a time, one morning” have
further common substrings, so the analysis can continue.
One representation of the full tree for this example is shown in figure one.
The tree structure can then be used to extract either sentence, or show the full deletion and
Figure 1: Final tree structure showing edits
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insertion sequence.
The Code
The full code for the algorithm can be found immediately below. Following this section will
be a discussion of the code, including modifications which were made as a result of the peer
review process, recommendations which were not pursued and other finishing comments.
import re
class SentenceComparison:
    '''
        This class represents the comparison of one sentence with another. It produces
        a tree showing the differences. From this can be reconstructed the original
        sentences, showing where the sentences differ.
        
        Each word in a sentence is atomic.
    '''
    
    def __init__(self, string1, string2, depth=0, tokenize=str.split):
        '''
            string1: the first sentence
            string2: the second sentence
            
            If unicode strings are to be used, the tokenize function
            will need to be overridden to be unicode.split
        '''
        
        DEBUG = False
        
        if DEBUG: print "__init__: depth %s called with %s : %s" % (depth, string1, string2)
        self.tokenize = tokenize
        self.string1 = ' '.join(tokenize(string1))
        self.string2 = ' '.join(tokenize(string2))
        
        self.lcs = ""
        self.lTree = None
        self.rTree = None
        self.depth = depth
        self._buildTree()        
        
    def _buildTree(self):
        '''
            Based on string1 and string2, build up the (prefix, common, suffix) tree
            structure
        '''
        lTree = None
        rTree = None
        
        string1 = self.string1
        string2 = self.string2
        
        DEBUG = False
        if DEBUG: print "_buildTree depth %s: (%s : %s) " % (self.depth, string1, string2), 
                
        if string1 == "":            
            if DEBUG: print 'a'
            lTree = ""
            rTree = self.string2
            self.lcs = ""
            
        elif string2 == "":            
            if DEBUG: print 'b'
            lTree = self.string1
            rTree = None
            self.lcs = ""
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        else: #Both strings contain text
            self.lcs = self.LCS(string1, string2, tokenize=self.tokenize).strip()
            
            if self.lcs == '':
                lTree = string1
                rTree = string2
            
            else:
                
                tuple1 = string1.split(self.lcs, 1)
                if len(tuple1) == 2: 
                    prefix1, suffix1 = tuple1
                else: 
                    [prefix1] = tuple1
                    suffix1 = ''
                 
                tuple2 = string2.split(self.lcs, 1)
                if len(tuple2) == 2: 
                    prefix2, suffix2 = tuple2
                else: 
                    [prefix2] = tuple2
                    suffix2 = ''
                
                lTree = SentenceComparison(prefix1, prefix2, depth=self.depth + 1)        
                rTree = SentenceComparison(suffix1, suffix2, depth=self.depth + 1)
            
        self.lTree = lTree
        self.rTree = rTree
    def LCS(self, string1, string2, tokenize=str.split):
        '''
            Based on string1 and string2, returns the longest
            common substring, on a word-by-word basis using
            a word-matching regular expression.
        '''
        
        words1 = tokenize(string1)
        words2 = tokenize(string2)
        
        m = len(words1)
        n = len(words2)
        
        lengths = [[0] * (n+1) for i in xrange(m+1)]
        LCS = []
        longest = 0
        
        for i in xrange(m):
            for j in xrange(n):
                if words1[i] == words2[j]:
                    v = lengths[i][j] + 1
                    lengths[i+1][j+1] = v
    
                    if v > longest: longest = v
                    if v == longest: LCS = words1[i - v+1:i+1]
                    
        return ' '.join(LCS)
    def lString(self):
        '''
            Print out the left string, noting additions and removals
        '''
        
        DEBUG = False
        if DEBUG: print "\nlString: (%s : %s)" % (self.string1, self.string2), 
        
        lTree = self.lTree
        rTree = self.rTree
        lcs = self.lcs
        
        myString = ''
        
        if lTree is not None:
            if isinstance(lTree, basestring):
                if lTree is not "":
                    myString +=  " (added %s) " %  (lTree)
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            else: 
                myString += lTree.lString()
        else:
            if DEBUG: print 'lTree is None'
            
        if lcs != "":
            myString = myString + lcs
        
        if rTree is not None:
            if isinstance(rTree, basestring):
                if rTree is not "": 
                    myString  += " [removed %s] " % (rTree)
            else:
                myString += rTree.lString()
            
        return myString 
if __name__ == "__main__":
    
    string1 = "these two strings"
    string2 = "are completely different"
    
    a = SentenceComparison(string1, string2)
    print a.lString()
    print "See LCSTest.py for further tests"
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Comments and Responses
In this section, I include the comments of other developers on the approach taken. For the
sake of space, I have not included the full code both before and after incorporating the
suggestions made by those on the list, but rather have simply described the changes made
as a result of each individuals' comments.
John Machin:
Capitalisation  is  another  problem:  original:
“Envy and pride are ...” new: “Sloth, envy and
pride are ...”
Comments say "words are atomic": what about
typos? stuff cheesw?
At  the  Python  level  --  based  on  [possibly
incorrect]  recollections  from  reading  it
yesterday; detailed dissection later :-)
1.  tokens  produced  by  str.split()  don't  need
str.strip() applied to them
2. blank lines in unexpected places e.g. before
else:
3. "if not thing is None" -- syntactically correct
but stylistically chundrous IMHO; what's wrong
with "if thing is not None"?
4.  put  in  comments  that  explain  your  tree
structure, or at the very least position the tree
creating method(s)  before the tree-examining
method(s) --  save gentle readers the need to
nut out the meaning of: “node is None”, “node
== "", isinstance(node, str) # what about unicode? node is none of the above
5. Testing/example architecture could be a bit more robust than a collection of commented
pairs of sentences down the end.
Tennessee:
More good points.  Capitalisation,  as  with  punctuation,  may be very  relevant  or  not  be
relevant at all. 
Spotting typos, I feel, is a use case for the algorithm. It is probably a good thing that typos
will cause an edit to show. However, should somebody wish it, I can imagine one approach.
Somelike like the Levenshtein distance 5 could be used to determine if an edit is likely to be
a typo or a genuine change of word. In this case though, it's beyond the requirements.
The bulk of the remainder of the comments relate to coding standards (i.e. PEP-86), poor
idiom and just  a  little  outright  confusing code.  :)  The first  two of  those  criticism were
hopefully addressed. A few differences may remain, but several were addressed.
To explain the aspect of the code which caused such confusion, a node may either be an
intermediate node or it may be a leaf node. In this case, leaf nodes are identified by being
of  type basestring.  It  would  almost  certainly  be preferable  if  designing a public  API  to
5 http://www.cut-the-knot.org/do_you_know/Strings.shtml 
6 http://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/ 
Maurice Ling:
1. How are the words identified? By whitespaces? If
so, then there is a false removal (substitution) in
this  case:  original: “Tom ate an apple”.  new:
“Tom ate an apple and an orange”.
2.  Hyphenations  etc?  For  example,  "Tom  is
twenty-three years old this year" and "Tom is
twenty three years old this year".
Tennessee:
At the moment, str.split is used, which will result in
a whitespace based split. This does indeed result
in some undesirable behaviour due to punctuation.
In practical  application, this  is  of limited impact.
Indeed,  depending  on  the  requirements  of  each
case,  the  response  to  punctuation  might  be
different. In some cases, perhaps especially that of
program code or legal writing, punctuation can be
critical. In other cases, it can be virtually ignored.
In response to this point and others, it is possible
to pass a tokenizer method in which allows people
to  change  the  word  (or  token)  identification
method.
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explicitly identify leaf nodes and retrieve the string from them. For reasons of time, this
suggestion was not adopted, but should be kept in mind for any future work.
The  original  code  contained  a  number  of  input/output  pairs  in  the  same  file  as  the
SentenceComparison class. This is, to say the least, not industry-leading practise. It did,
however, get the job done at the time of initial writing. In order to explore testing and also
to be able to present a reasonable approach to good coding in this article, an additional file
containing unit tests was created. This testing code was not reviewed, but is included at the
end of this article for readers' reference purposes.
Anthony Briggs:
A  few  other  points  -  these  are  stylistic  though,  which  I'm  not  sure  is
what you want, but anyway:
       if lcs != "":
           myString = myString + lcs
is a no-op as far as I can tell. Since you only use it the once, you probably also don't need
the 'lcs = self.lcs' part either.
Tennessee: I checked this – turns out it's needed after all.
You've also got a couple of places where you're comparing the left side of the tree and then
the right side of the tree. For example,
       if not lTree is None:
           if isinstance(lTree, str):
               if lTree is not "":
                   myString +=  " (added %s) " %  (lTree)
           else:
               myString += lTree.lString()
       else:
           if DEBUG: print 'lTree is None'
and the other rTree one could become something like:
       myString += self.parseTree(lTree, 'added')
       myString += self.parseTree(rTree, 'removed')
Similarly for the other tree building/exploring functions (lines 109, 116).
Tennessee: Yes, I can see the good sense in this. Another one for the 'should-do' list. It
would greatly help in making the code easier to scan.
Other picky code style type things: On 76 + 77, you set lTree and rTree, even though all
three branches set them anyway.
You seem to be using a fair few placeholder methods, and then not using them, eg. string1
and string2 on lines 79 and 80.
When you're comparing string1 and string2, you might benefit (in terms of clarity of code)
from returning early. eg.
       if string1 == "":
           self.lTree = ""
           self.rTree = self.string2
           self.lcs = ""
           return
       if string2 == "":
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           ...
And  you  seem  to  be  running  if  statements  onto  one  line,  which  I  find
makes things harder to read, eg.
                   if v > longest:longest = v
                   if v == longest: LCS = words1[i – v+1:i+1]
would (IMO) be better as:
                   if v > longest:
                       longest = v
                       LCS = words1[i - v+1:i+1]
Tennessee: I checked PEP-8 and while one-line ifs are discouraged, I feel that I have just enough wiggle room to
stick with my preferred style, which is to use one line if statements liberally. I must say though, I believe the
majority of people prefer to use multi-line if statements in all cases – so readers, probably best to follow Anthony's
suggestion. For this specific example, also, I think the multi-line statement makes the logic clearer.
Ryan Kelly:
(replying to an email of Tennessee's)
T> 4) isinstance(node,  str) -- indeed, what about unicode? In Python 2.5, is a unicode string
a
T> str? I'll have to research this to make sure.
From memory, the 'proper' way to do this is to compare with basestring, although everytime
I use it I cringe slightly because it just doesn't read right:
  isinstance(node,basestring)
Tennessee:  You can see that I have incorporated the use of basestring into the code. I
would agree with Ryan that it reads clumsily to use basestring. Unicode generally is pretty
tricky to deal with, so it's hard to suggest something obvious for Python to do about it.
T> 5) Testing. I'm not familiar with unit testing frameworks. The best  thing would probably
T> be to identify some kind of preferred testing framework and write a better set of formal
T> tests. Any suggestions?
I've  had  good  experiences  with  the  built-in  unittest  module,  particularly  using  it  via
setuptools `python setup.py test` command. I've got simple needs but it's saved by bacon a
few times :-)
Tennessee:  In  the  end  this  is  what  was  chosen,  for  two  major  reasons.  One  was  the
recommendation from Anthony. The second is the major advantage that the module comes
installed with Python by default. This means that the code used below will run anywhere,
which is particularly appropriate for a magazine article.
In Conclusion
This article has now presented the problem (loosely specified), an algorithm to identify edits
between two documents and made use of code review to improve on the system. Exposing
ones code is always somewhat difficult. Indeed, it is rather with trepidation that I include my
code in this magazine. The process of code review through the mailing list, however, I found
to be entirely positive. If others are working on code and have access to a peer-group, I
think that using them as a sounding board can be really good for your code, as well as
giving you pointers to technologies which you might not be aware of or simply never fully
explored.  In  my case,  this  was  what  tipped  me over  the  edge  to  explore  the  unittest
module. 
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Testing Code
import unittest
from LCS import SentenceComparison
class LCSTest(unittest.TestCase):
    testsMappings = [
                 ("Wind east to northeasterly tending southerly",
                 "Wind northeasterly tending southerly", 
                 "Wind (added east to) northeasterly tending southerly"),
                 ("Wind northeasterly tending southerly",
                 "Wind east to northeasterly tending southerly", 
                 "Wind [removed east to] northeasterly tending southerly"),
                 
                 ("Wind east to northeasterly tending southerly",
                  "Wind northeasterly tending southerly around midday then increasing to 20 to
25 knots",
                  "Wind (added east to) northeasterly tending southerly [removed around midday
then increasing to 20 to 25 knots] "),
                 
                 ('''<p> 
                                                Sunny. Winds north to northwesterly at up to 15
km/h tending northeasterly at 15 to 30 km/h around midday. Temperatures in the mid 20s during
the day. 
                                         </p>''',
                  '''<p> 
                                                Sunny. Winds north to northwesterly at up to 15
km/h tending northeasterly at 15 to 30 km/h around midday. Temperatures in the mid 20s during
the day. Green eggs and ham.
                                         </p>''',
                  "<p> Sunny. Winds north to northwesterly at up to 15 km/h tending
northeasterly at 15 to 30 km/h around midday. Temperatures in the mid 20s during the day.
[removed Green eggs and ham.] </p>"),
                  
                 ("Wind",
                  "Wind east to",
                  "Wind [removed east to] "),
                  
                 ("", "", ""),
                 ("Winds northeast to northwest", "", " (added Winds northeast to northwest) "),
                 ("", "Winds northeast to northwest", " [removed Winds northeast to northwest]
") 
             ]
    def testInit(self):
        
        lcs = SentenceComparison("These two strings", "are completely different")
        assert lcs is not None
        
    def testLCS(self):
        
        lcsTests = [
                    ("", ""),
                    ("", "a"),
                    ("a", ""),
                    ("these two strings", "are completely different"),
                    ("these strings are the same", "these strings are the same")
                    ]
        
        for (string1, string2) in lcsTests:
            sc = SentenceComparison(string1, string2)
            substring = sc.LCS(string1, string2)
            assert substring is not None
        
    def testLString(self):
        
        for (string1, string2, output) in self.testsMappings:
            a = SentenceComparison(string1, string2)
            
            try:
                self.assertEqual(a.lString(), output)
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            except:
                error = "\n<string1>: <%s> \n<string2>: <%s>\n     did not produce expected
output \n<%s> \
                         \n     but rather \n<%s>" \
                        % (string1, string2, output, a.lString())
                        
                self.fail(error)
def suite():
    suite = unittest.TestSuite()
    suite.addTest(LCSTest("testInit"))
    suite.addTest(LCSTest("testLString"))
    suite.addTest(LCSTest("testLCS"))        
        
if __name__ == "__main__":
    unittest.main()
    
